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Through clear, concise writing and a problem-based pedagogy, this notably student-friendly

"Whaley book" helps students to understand the statutory language of the Uniform Commercial

Code, the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, and the Expedited Funds Availability Act.Problems and

Materials on Payment Law, now in its Eighth Edition, features:  the black-letter law of payment

systems in clear and straightforward writing   a logical and adaptable organization that follows the

order of UCC Articles 3, 4, 4A, and 8   a problems-based pedagogy--a practical and expedient way

to teach payment law   a manageable length, at 416 pages   significant Supreme Court cases    New

to the Eighth Edition:    recent major cases involving check alteration   statutory revisions that reflect

a new Federal Reserve regulation allowing banks to return telemarketing checks to the depositary

bank    A master at helping students to penetrate the sometimes-opaque language of statutory law,

Douglas J. Whaley is the name that you trust to bring you concise, student-friendly, problem-based

casebooks.
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There are plenty of example problems throughout the book, however all of the rules are not

explained in the chapters. You have to use the code references in the problems to hunt for the

answer and find the nuance to the rule. Most of the time they're accurate, but some were

out-of-date. I would have given it 5 stars if the answers were supplied, however since they were not,

the book may be of limited use to students who otherwise don't have access to check their answers.



PROFESSORS: Choose another book. Used this book for a class. It does not explain the concepts

as thoroughly as needed. I ended up buying several supplements as study aids. I also do not like

how it does not include an answer key for students who wish to self-check their answers.

Great book really helps you to understand to core objections a of the course. I enjoy the cases and

the problem break downs in each section whe the reading fresh on yourMind.

Couldn't really follow the plot, poor character development. But when people see it on my shelf they

assume I'm smart.

It's a great text book with lots of cases and problems to help students understand the somewhat

dense legal concepts.

This book arrived with over 15 pages loose and detached. The book is a law book and can't

returned due to a time element until after class. More pages are becoming detached due to the glue

binding not holding it. I will request some funds returned after the course.

This book was great for my class and with  prime, it came in 2 days!
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